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Dear All, 

 

Monday's meeting ended quite dramatically for me. One moment I was chatting entusiastically, the next I 

found myself spread-eagled on the cobbles. Somehow I'd tripped over the steps on the way out. Shaken up, no 

bones broken, just a badly bruised foot. I was very lucky. But this is my most vivid memory of the evening. And 

how kind Heidi was to drive me all the way home to the other side of Berlin. I'm still limping slightly but feel 

grateful that I didn't hurt myself more seriously. Just a reminder that one never knows what is going to 

happen next. 

 

Or how the group is going to react to each book. I always have a sense of excitement before each meeting- 

wondering what everyone will have thought of the book we've been reading. It's unusual for everyone to like a 

book. "The American Boy" was no exception. Here are some direct quotes:  

 

I loved it- I was sucked into the story and intrigued 

 

I've always enjoyed 19th century novels and this was a very good copy 

 

It was too bloody long!!  

 

I liked 70% but the middle section was boring 

 

I absolutely loved it- I wished it had been even longer- another 300 pages would have been good 

 

The dialogue worked very well 

 

The settings were very realistic- especially of the poorer parts of London 

 

I like George Eliot and Jane Austen - and Andrew Taylor's writing was just as gripping 

 

Why does someone write today pretending the novel is a 19th century novel? 

 

The language was impressive- in the style of the period 

 

The historical details were accurate and fascinating 

 

I enjoyed the historical references eg the ice-house, the class divide, modes of transport but as a novel it was 

too long and indulgent 

 

I particuarly liked the beginning- picturing Stoke Newington as it was then-  as I know Stoke Newington well 

in the present day 

 

I liked the ending- tying up all the loose ends- and the appendix gave another point of view 

 

Edgar Allan Poe's time in London was woven very well into the plot 

 

The mixture of fact and fiction worked for me 

 

There was one blue collar villain and one white collar villain- that was a good combination 

 

I was bored by the subplot about embezzlement and fraud but I liked the love story 



 

How could the hero be in love with two women at the same time? 

 

The scenes of bullying at the boys' school were horrific but accurate 

 

Similar initiation ceremonies still take place at boarding schools and in clubs and societies. they are just not 

spoken about 

 

The kidnapping part was very exciting- nailing Thomas into the coffin- how he escaped etc 

 

It was wonderful- I couldn't put it down 

 

I had a hard time with this book- I couldn't finish it 

 

I just didn't care about the characters 

 

I liked Thomas Shield very much- he was honest, kind, brave and an incurable romantic 

 

I liked the fact that the hero could move between different classes 

 

Women were controlled by their class and had very little freedom 

 

What made it clear that the novel was written in the 21st century was the direct sexual references 

 

 

Andrew Taylor first had the idea to write about Edgar Allan Poe's mysterious father and his time in London 

when asked to come up with suggestions for a play. He then spent eight years mulling over his idea and then 

transformed the idea into a novel which took two years to write and needed a lot of research. We all agreeed 

that the historical detail was impressive. He also merged fact with fiction successfully. Taylor uses the actual 

school that Poe attended and the real name of the headmaster. Poe's absent father David is woven into the 

story as well.  

 

Taylor has imagined a credible reason for Poe's sad end to his life. And his picture of Poe as a boy is convincing. 

Although Poe is a minor character he plays an important role in bringing Thomas Shield and the Frants 

together. He also acts as a go-between for the lovers .The doppelgänger element is vital too. Poe looks a lot like 

his friend Charlie Frant and their identities are confused. 

 

Thomas Shield is attracted by the two main female characters- Sophia Frant and Flora Carswell. He falls in 

love with Sophia but still is drawn by Flora's ripening beauty. Typically male. we said!! But Thomas's heart is 

won by Sophia even though the class divide makes his love seem impossible. We are led to believe that they 

eventually have a life together. 

 

The romantics in the group were happy with the ending. It is implied that Sophia is expecting Thomas' child. 

The image of the three magpies - one for sorrow, two for mirth and three for a marriage and as Sophia says- 

four for a birth- is charming. The reader is left to the very last moment not being sure if their love will win 

through. And then, in the very last sentences, we are reassured. But we are left with a hint of mystery still.  

 

The complicated fraud leading to two murders we found to be rather too drawn out. Most of us had difficulty in 

remembering all of the characters. We felt that the writing didn't emphasise strongly enough the identities of 

the main players. We forgot names and had to remind ourselves of who was whom. Most of us agreed that the 

novel would have benefited from some editing. Taylor's method of taping his words rather than writing them 



may have led to overlong passages. 

 

The injustice of Thomas Shield's position is very well drawn. His employer Mr Carswall accuses him of being a 

bad teacher and of stealing a valuable ring. He has no way of defending himself. He is forced to leave his 

employment and scrape a living by writing letters. Sophia Frant also suffers at the hands of Carswall. An 

impecunious widow, she has to accept his charity and his sexual advances, for the sake of her son. She has been 

tricked out of an inheritance by Carswall which Shield finally sets right. On discovering that Flora has been 

abused as a child by her father, he is able to persuade Flora to give back to Sophia her inheritance rather than 

have the shame of her past revealed. 

 

One of the strengths of the novel is the  depiction of the power of the ruling classes. The position of women 

(even in the ruling classes) is clearly inferior to that of the men. We are all very aware of this fact, but it is 

sensitively handled in "The American Boy." Sophia and Charlie could have ended up in the workhouse if 

Sophia had not accepted the Carswalls' charity. 

 

The main weakness of the novel is its length..Although one or two of us had wanted more, the majority of us 

had found the plot too long-winded. We admired the historical perspective and the accuracy of the 19th century 

style but most of us had been a little disappointed .We had expected more from the Winner of the Historical 

Dagger Award for Fiction. 

 

WORDS OF THE MONTH 

 

p 35  bedraggled--tatty, run-down, soiled 

 

p 42  shooing--driving away 

 

p 46  prattling--childish chatter 

 

p 53  lurking--hanging about 

 

p 53  cadging--getting something for nothing 

 

p 87--tittle-tattle-  gossip 

 

p 365  hullabaloo--fuss, uproar 

 

p 306  mauled-- handled roughly 

 

p 347  haranguing--a tirade 

 

p 348--pilfer-- steal 

 

p 349--higgedly-piggedly--all over the place- jumbled up 

 

p365- -fearfully lushy-- drunk, inebriated (rather vulgar)  

 

 

Jan 

 

 

 


